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Abstract 

Let Q be a finite quiver of type ∈σ≥≥ ,,4,,1, 6EnDnA nn  

( ),QAut  k be an algebraic closed field with characteristic does not 

divide the order of σ. Let Q
~

 be the dual quiver of Q, which means 

that Qk
~

mod  is Morita equivalent to .#mod σkkQ  Then Q
~

 is also a 

finite quiver of type .,4,,1, 6EnDnA nn ≥≥  In this paper, we give 

a way to draw the Auslander-Reiten quiver Q
~Γ  from the Auslander-

Reiten quiver ,QΓ  which is independent of the orientations of Q in 

each cases. 

1. Introduction 

The representations of the Dynkin quivers are treated in many books. It 
is well-known that the Dynkin quivers are representation finite, that the 
dimension vectors of the indecomposable representations are just the 
corresponding positive roots and that any representation is the direct sum of 
indecomposable representations. Ringel in [6] presented three building 
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blocks for dealing with representations of Dynkin quivers. Hubery 

constructed in [3, 4] the dual quiver with automorphism ( ),~,~
σQ  where Q~  is 

the Ext-quiver of σkkQ#  and σ~  is the automorphism of Qk ~  induced from 

an admissible automorphism σ, i.e., Q has no arrow connecting two vertices 
in the same σ-orbit, and k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 

dividing n. Hubery uses the dual quiver ( )σ~,~Q  to prove generalizing of 

Kac’s theorem. Moreover, Qk ~  is isomorphic to the basic algebra that is 

Morita equivalent to ,# σkkQ  and QQ ~,  have the same representation type. 

We in [9] investigate the relationship between indecomposable modules 
over the path algebra kQ and the skew group algebra ,# σkkQ  respectively, 

where k is an algebraically closed field with the characteristic does not divide 
the order of σ, Q is a finite connected quiver without oriented cycles, and 

( ).QAut∈σ  We prove that a σkkQ# -module is indecomposable if and 

only if it is an indecomposable σ -equivalent kQ-module. Namely, a 

method is given in order to induce all indecomposable σkkQ# -modules 

from each indecomposable σ -equivalent kQ-module. According to this 

construction, we in [8] prove that the dual quiver QΓ
~  of the Auslander-

Reiten quiver QΓ  of kQ, the Auslander-Reiten quiver of ,# σkkQ  and the 

Auslander-Reiten quiver Q~Γ  of ,~Qk  where Q~  is the dual quiver of Q, are 

isomorphism, where Q is a finite quiver of type 76,,4,,1, EEnDnA nn ≥≥  

and ( ),,8 QAutE ∈σ  k is an algebraic closed field with characteristic does 

not divide the order of σ. 

We in [8] concerned the shape of QΓ  and Q~Γ  as quivers, we get 

.~~ QQ Γ≅Γ  In this paper, we concern QΓ  and Q~Γ  as Auslander-Reiten 

quivers, which means we need to characterize indecomposable modules as 
vertices and irreducible morphisms as arrows. 
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Assume that all the modules are unital and finitely generated, Q is a 
finite quiver without oriented cycles, ( )QAut∈σ  and that k is always an 

algebraically closed field with characteristic does not divide the order of σ. 
All the concepts and notations on skew group algebras and Auslander-Reiten 
quivers can be found in [1, 5]. 

Let X be a kQ-module. Define a kQ-module Xσ  by taking the same 
underlying vector space as X but with the new action: 

( ) .,: 1 kQpxpxp ∈∀σ=⋅ −  

If YX →φ :  is a kQ-module homomorphism, then we obtain a 

homomorphism YX σσσ →φ :  as follows. We set .φ=φg  Then 

( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ).11 xpxpgxpgxp φ⋅=φ=φ=⋅φ −−  

We say two indecomposable kQ-modules X, Y are related (we denote               

it as )~ YX  if YX g≅  for some .σ∈g  For a fixed indecomposable 

kQ-module X, write Xm  to be the minimal positive integer satisfying 

.XXXm
≅σ  In [9], we know that Xm  exists, and moreover XX mnr =  is 

an integer. Recall the relation between indecomposable σkkQ# -modules 

and kQ-modules as follows, see in [9] for details: 

(1) Let X be an indecomposable kQ-module, and .XX mnr =  Then             

we can induce Xr  non-isomorphic indecomposable σkkQ# -modules 

{ ( ) ( ) ( )}110 ...,,, −XrXXX  from the kQ-module .
1

XXX
m−σσ ⊕⊕⊕  

(2) Let X and Y be two indecomposable kQ-modules such that .~ YX  

We have that ,YX mm =  ,YX rr =  and { ( ) ( ) ( )}110 ...,,, −XrXXX  is the 

same as { ( ) ( ) ( )}110 ...,,, −YrYYY  under isomorphism. 

(3) For any indecomposable σkkQ# -module ,Y  there exists an 

indecomposable kQ-module X such that ( )iXY ≅  for some 
{ }.1...,,1,0 −∈ Xri  
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Let Q be a finite connected quiver without multiple edges, ( )QAut∈σ  

and n is the order of σ. Recall the construction of the dual quiver 

( ),~,~~
10 QQQ =  which is the Ext-quiver of the basic algebra that is Morita 

equivalent to σkkQ#  as follows, see in [3] for details: 

(1) Let I be the set of σ-orbits in 0Q  and id  be the number of vertices in 

.Ii ∈  

(2) Label the vertices in Ii ∈  as the set of pairs ( ) ZZ ii djj ∈,,  

{ }1...,,1,0 −= id  such that ( ) ( ).1,, +=σ jj ii  

(3) ( ){ }.0,,~
0 iIii dnQ <μ≤∈|μ=  

(4) Let ( ) ( ) .,0,: 1Ql ∈→ρ ji  Set ( )., ji ddlcmt =  Let u be the integer 

such that ( ) ,ρζ=ρσ tut  where ζ  is the nth primitive root of 1. We get arrows 

( ) ( ) 1
~,, Q∈ν→μ ji  for .mod tnu ν+≡μ  And all the arrows in 1

~Q  can be 

gotten by this way. 

From now on, we consider Q such that kQ is of finite representation type. 
Then it is well-known that Q is one of the types 4,,1, ≥≥ nDnA nn  and 

.,, 876 EEE  The valuation on each arrow of QΓ  is trivial, and QΓ  is a finite 

connected quiver without multiple edges. 

2. Draw the Auslander-Reiten Quiver of Q~Γ  

2.1. The quiver Q of type 3,12 ≥− nA n  with nontrivial quiver 

automorphism σ: In this case, the underlying graph of Q is 

 
and the orientations of Q satisfy ( ) ( )( ),12,21, +−−δ=+δ ininii  

,1 ni ≤≤∀  where 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

←−
→

=δ
.,1
,,1

,
ji
ji

ji  
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Let 121, −≤≤≤ njiXij  be the kQ-module defined as: 

⎩
⎨
⎧ ≤≤

=
otherwise,,0

,, jsik
X sij  

⎩
⎨
⎧ −≤≤

=
α otherwise.,0

,1,1 jsi
X k

ij s
 

It is well-known in [2] that { }121, −≤≤≤ njiXij  classify all 

indecomposable kQ-modules up to isomorphism. 

Let ( )QAut∈σ  be a nontrivial isomorphism. Then the order of σ is 2, 

and { }121, −≤≤≤ njiXij  is a disjoint union of the following four sets: 

{ ( ) ( ) },1,, 22 njiXXX injnijij <<≤= −−
σ  

{ ( ) },1,, 2 niXXX inninin <≤= −
σ  

{ ( ) ( ) },,121,, 22 njinnjniXXX injnijij −>−−<<<≤= −−
σ  

{ ( ) ( ) }.1,22 niXX iniini ≤≤= −
σ

−  

The dual quiver Q~  is a quiver of type ,1+nD  for simplicity, the underlying 

graph of Q~  is 

 

and the orientations of Q~  satisfy ( ) ( )nnnn ,11,1 −δ=+−δ  in Q~  equals 

( )nn ,1−δ  in Q, and ( )1, +δ ii  in Q~  equals ( )1, +δ ii  in Q, for any 

.1 ni ≤≤  
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Let njiYij <<≤1,  be the Qk ~ -module defined by 

⎩
⎨
⎧ ≤≤

=
,otherwiseif,0
,if, jsik

Y sij  

{ }
⎩
⎨
⎧ γγγ∈γ

= −+
γ .otherwiseif,0

,...,,,if,1 11 jiik
ijY  

Let niYin <≤1,  be the Qk ~ -module defined by 

⎩
⎨
⎧ ≥

=
,otherwiseif,0

,if, isk
Y sin  

{ }
⎩
⎨
⎧ βαγγγ∈γ

= −+
γ otherwise.if,0

,,,...,,,if,1 11 niik
inY  

Let ,ijY  ,121 −<<<≤ njni  njin −>−  be the Qk ~ -module 

defined by 

{ }
{ }

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

−+−−∈
+−−+∈

=
otherwise.if,0

,1...,,12,2if,
,1,,12...,,1,if,

2 njnjnsk
nnjniisk

Y sij  

In order to describe the maps clearly, we introduce the following graph: 

 

The broken lines denote several copies of the same vector space with the 
identity map between them. The linear map 

iijYC
γ

=  is given by either of 

the matrices [ ] [ ]t1,1,1,1  depending on the orientation of .iγ  Similarly the 

linear map A is given by either of [ ] [ ]t0,1,1,0  and B by either of 

[ ] [ ]t1,0,0,1  depending on the orientation of the arrows α and β. 
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Let ( ) niY ini ≤≤− 1,2  be the Qk ~ -module defined by 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧ ≤≤

=− ,otherwiseif,0
,if,

2
nsik

Y
sini  

( )
{ }

⎩
⎨
⎧ αγγγ∈γ

= −+
− γ otherwise.if,0

,,...,,,if,1 11
2

niik
iniY  

Then ( ) niY ini ≤≤−
σ 1,2  are the Qk ~ -modules defined by 

( )
{ }

⎩
⎨
⎧ +−+∈

=−
σ

otherwise,if,0
,1,1...,,1,if,

2
nniisk

Y
sini  

( )
{ }

⎩
⎨
⎧ βγγγ∈γ

= −+
−

σ
γ otherwise.if,0

,,...,,,if,1 11
2

niik
iniY  

It is a known in [2] that the set of all indecomposable Qk ~ -modules up to 

isomorphism is a disjoint union of the following four sets: 

{ },1, njiYY ijij <<≤= σ  

{ },1, niYY inin <≤= σ  

{ },,121, njinnjniYY ijij −>−−<<<≤= σ  

{ ( ) ( ) }.1,, 22 niYY iniini ≤≤−
σ

−  

Lemma 2.1. No irreducible morphism YX →  exist, ∈∀ YX ,  

{ ( ) ( ) }.1,22 niXX iniini ≤≤= −
σ

−  

Proof. Since nnX  is either simple projective or simple injective 

kQ-module, it follows that { ( ) ( ) } { ,1,22 nn
j

iniini XTrDniXX =≤≤= −
σ

−  

}nj ≤≤1  or { ( ) ( ) } { }.1,1,22 njXDTrniXX nn
j

iniini ≤≤=≤≤= −
σ

−  ~ 

Lemma 2.2 [7]. 
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(1) If 00 →→→→ YEX  is an almost split sequence in 
( ),#mod,mod σkkQorkQ  then σ→⊗σ→ kkQXkkQ kQ ##0  

( )00,0# →→→→→σ→⊗ YEXorYkkQEkQ  is a direct sum of 

almost split sequences in ( ).mod,#mod kQorkkQ σ  

(2) If YX →  is a minimal left or right almost split morphism                   
in ( ),#mod,mod σkkQorkQ  then YkkQXkkQ kQkQ ⊗σ→⊗σ ##  

( )YXor →,  is a direct sum of minimal left or right almost split morphism 

in mod ( ).mod,# kQorkkQ σ  

Lemma 2.3 [1]. 

(a) Let C be an indecomposable module. Then a morphism CBg →:  

is irreducible if and only if there exists some morphism CBg →′′ :  such 

that the induced morphism ( ) CBBgg →′⊕′ :,  is a minimal right almost 
split morphism. 

(b) Let A be an indecomposable module. Then a morphism BAg →:  

is irreducible if and only if there exists some morphism BAg ′→′ :  such 

that the induced morphism BBA
g
g

′⊕→⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

′
:  is a minimal left almost split 

morphism. 

Theorem 2.4. Q~Γ  can be drawn from QΓ  as follows: 

(1) Vertices. 

Take two vertices ijij XX σ,  to one vertex ,ijY  for any .1 nji <<≤  

Take two vertices inin XX σ,  to one vertex ,inY  for any .1 ni <≤  

Take two vertices ijij XX σ,  to one vertex ,ijY  for any jni <<≤1  

.,12 njinn −>−−<  

Take one vertex ( )iniX −2  to two vertices ( ) ( ),, 22 iniini YY −
σ

−  for any 

.1 ni ≤≤  
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(2) Arrows. Let 21 XX →  be any arrow in .QΓ  Then 

Case 1. Suppose ., 2211 XXXX =≠ σσ  Let 1Y  be the vertex 

corresponding to ,, 11 XX σ  and 22, YY σ  be the vertices corresponding to 

2X  as in (1). Take arrow 21 XX →  to 21 YY →  and 21 XX →σ  to 

.21 YY σ→  

Case 2. Suppose ., 2211 XXXX ≠≠ σσ  Let 1Y  be the vertex 

corresponding to ,, 11 XX σ  and 2Y  be the vertices corresponding to 

22, XX σ  as in (1). Take two arrows 2121 , XXXX σσ →→  to one arrow 
.21 YY →  

Case 3. Suppose ., 2211 XXXX ≠= σσ  Let 11, YY σ  be the vertex 

corresponding to ,1X  and 2Y  be the vertices corresponding to 22, XX σ  as 

in (1). Take arrow 21 XX →  to 21 YY →  and 21 XX σ→  to .21 YY →σ  

Proof. The results follow from Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3, and the 
corresponding one-one correspondences ( ) ,0

ijij YX  ,1 nji <<≤  

( ) ,0
inin YX  ,1 ni <≤  ( ) ,0

ijij YX  ,121 −<<<≤ njni  ,njin −>−  

( )
( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) niYY iniiniiniini ≤≤−
σ

−−− 1,, 2
1
22

0
2 XX  between mod σkkQ#  

and .~mod Qk  ~ 

Remark 2.5. It is easy to see that (2) in Theorem 2.4 is naturally induced 
by (1), which means that the way to draw Q~Γ  from QΓ  is independent of the 

orientations of Q. 

2.2. The quiver Q of type 3,1 ≥+ nDn  with nontrivial quiver 

automorphism :, 2 id=σσ  In this case, the underlying graph of Q is 

 
and the orientations of Q satisfy ( ) ( ).,11,1 nnnn −δ=+−δ  
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The dual quiver Q~  is a quiver of type ,12 −nA  for simplicity, the 

underlying graph of Q~  is 

 

and the orientations of Q~  satisfy for any 

( ) ( )( )12,21,,1 +−−δ=+δ≤≤ ininiini  

in Q~  equals ( )1, +δ ii  in Q. 

Theorem 2.6. Q~Γ  can be drawn from QΓ  as follows: 

(1) Vertices. 

Take one vertex ijY  to two vertices ,, ijij XX σ  for any .1 nji <<≤  

Take one vertex inY  to two vertices ,, inin XX σ  for any .1 ni <≤  

Take one vertex ijY  to two vertices ,, ijij XX σ  for any <<<≤ jni1  

.,12 njinn −>−−  

Take two vertices ( ) ( )iniini YY −
σ

− 22 ,  to one vertex ( ),2 iniX −  for any 

.1 ni ≤≤  

(2) Arrows. Let 21 YY →  be any arrow in .QΓ  Then 

Case 1. Suppose ., 2211 YYYY =≠ σσ  Let 1X  be the vertex corresponding 

to ,, 11 XX σ  and 22, XX σ  be the vertices corresponding to 2Y  as in (1). 

Take arrow 21 YY →  to 21 XX →  and 21 YY →σ  to .21 XX σ→  

Case 2. Suppose ., 2211 YYYY ≠= σσ  Let 11, XX σ  be the vertex 

corresponding to ,1Y  and 2X  be the vertices corresponding to 22, YY σ  as in 

(1). Take arrow 21 YY →  to 21 XX →  and 21 YY σ→  to .21 XX →σ  
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Case 3. Suppose ., 2211 YYYY == σσ  Let 11, XX σ  be the vertex 

corresponding to ,1Y  and 22, XX σ  be the vertices corresponding to 2Y         

as in (1). Take one arrow 21 YY →  to either two arrows ,21 XX →  

,21 XX σσ →  or two arrows ,21 XX σ→  .21 XX →σ  

Remark 2.7. Theorem 2.6 is an inverse of Theorem 2.4. 

2.3. The quiver Q of type 6E  with nontrivial quiver automorphism σ: Q 

is a quiver of type :6E  

 

with the orientations satisfy ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).5,62,1,5,42,4 δ=δδ=δ  

Then Q~  is also a quiver of type 6E  with the orientations satisfy 

( ) ( )5,42,4 δ=δ  in Q~  is equals ( ) ( )5,42,4 δ=δ  in Q, ( )4,3δ  in Q~  

equals ( ) ( )5,62,1 δ=δ  in Q, ( ) ( )5,62,1 δ=δ  in Q~  equals ( )4,3δ  in Q. 

Theorem 2.8. Q~Γ  can be drawn from QΓ  by the correspondences of 

vertices as follows: 
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2.4. Other cases. Only two cases left of Q with nontrivial quiver 
automorphism σ: 

(1) Q is a quiver of type 321:3 −−A  and the orientations satisfy 

( ) ( ).3,21,2 δ=δ  

(2) Q is a quiver of type :4D  

 

with the orientations satisfy ( ) ( ) ( ).4,32,31,3 δ=δ=δ  In this case, .3 id=σ  

The above two cases have the common that the dual quiver .~ opQQ =  

Where opQ  is denoted by the quiver having the same set of vertices, and for 
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each arrow ji →  in Q, there is an arrow .ij →  By the definition of 
Auslander-Reiten quiver, we can draw the Auslander-Reiten quiver Q~Γ  more 

simply as follows. 

Theorem 2.9. Let Q be the above two cases. Then .~ op
QQ Γ=Γ  
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